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ABSTRACT

Hybrid application of conventional concrete and Strain Hardening Cementitious Composite (SHCC) is recently shown to be promising for crack width control. In this paper, a combined experimental and numerical study is performed to validate the concept and to study the effect of interface treatment on crack width control. The interface is varied between smooth, profiled, partially debonded and completely debonded surfaces. The beams are tested under a four-point bending configuration. The crack development is monitored using digital image correlation throughout the loading, and maximum crack width of 0.3 mm at the surface is taken as the limiting criterion for analyses. The hybrid and control beams are simulated using the lattice model. Both experimentally and numerically, it is observed that stronger interfaces enable the composite action in the hybrid beams and provide better crack width control compared to the artificially weakened interfaces.

1. Introduction

Concrete is the most commonly used construction material in the world due to, among others, its high compressive strength and the ease to be cast in various shapes. Under uniaxial tensile loads, concrete has low strength and shows a brittle strain-softening behaviour [1] with the formation of a single localized crack leading to failure. Therefore, concrete structures are generally reinforced using steel reinforcement to create capacity i.e., to sustain design tensile loads (Ultimate Limit State, ULS). Given that the reinforcement should be protected for durability, it is necessary to limit the surface crack widths in concrete under serviceability conditions (Serviceability Limit State, SLS), such that the ingress of deleterious substances is limited and the durability of concrete structure is ensured. In many structural applications, the criterion for crack width control is governed and leads to additional reinforcement than required to sustain the design loads. Such reinforcement, though required for crack width control, does not contribute to structural capacity, making the design uneconomical.

In recent decades, a new type of fibre reinforced concrete has been developed, showing strain-hardening response under uniaxial tensile loads [2]. It is referred to as Strain Hardening Cementitious Composite (SHCC). The strain hardening ability of SHCC is achieved by engineered micromechanical design [3]. This design allows SHCC to develop multiple cracks (microscopic cracks with width < 100 µm) and a, by two orders of magnitude, larger ductility compared to that of the conventional concrete. Some researches [4] show that reinforced SHCC also exhibits improved durability when compared to the conventional reinforced concrete. However, the complete replacement of conventional reinforced concrete with reinforced SHCC is, among others, not a cost-effective solution due to the higher material cost of SHCC.

An optimal solution can possibly be achieved by applying SHCC and conventional concrete in combination where SHCC is only used at locations in the structures where needed, like the tension side of a flexural member to limit crack widths. Several studies have investigated the effectiveness of SHCC concrete hybrid systems for different structural members, for example shear strengthening by placing SHCC on sides of a beam [5,6] and flexural strengthening by placing SHCC at the tension side [7]. An overview of strengthening applications can be seen in [8]. These studies, along with the study on new hybrid system [9], demonstrate the promising application of hybrid structures by highlighting the increase in load-carrying capacity. However, little attention is paid to the maximum crack widths and the properties of the interface between the two types of concrete, while they may govern the behaviour of such hybrid systems, both in SLS and ULS. In a recent study [10], the crack...
width control ability of hybrid SHCC concrete beams, with reinforcement embedded in SHCC, is investigated. It is reported that providing a 70 mm thick layer of SHCC in the tensile zone of a 200 mm beam eliminates the crack width control as governing design parameter. However, the study is limited to one type of interface preparation between SHCC and the conventional concrete.

Embedding the reinforcement in SHCC allows the reinforcement to be activated in tension while the cracks around it remain small, so the reinforcement is sufficiently protected. However, in hybrid systems, the SHCC layer is also restrained along one edge (interface with the concrete), and therefore, the straining behaviour of SHCC is not possible at that edge. If a crack occurs in the conventional concrete, the same crack width will tend to reflect (occur) in SHCC directly adjacent to the interface. The effect of this interfacial boundary condition on the crack width control ability of SHCC with embedded reinforcement is still unknown. Current design codes and standards provide limited information for the safe design of hybrid structures, especially the design calculation of the interface. The mean roughness of the interface profile is commonly used to estimate the interface strength [11,12]. Although the effect of interfacial treatment is well recognised for strength of the interface [11,13,14], little has been reported on its influence on crack width control in hybrid systems.

The effect of interface treatment on crack width control has been studied for repair applications [15–17] where SHCC is applied on pre-cracked concrete surfaces. The studies conclude that a weak interface (represented by smooth profile, or local debonding) is beneficial for crack width control because a larger portion of SHCC is activated around the pre-existing crack in concrete resulting in improved ductility of the repair system. Contrarily, a strong interface resists the debonding and causes earlier localization of cracks in SHCC (see Fig. 1).

In the current study, the role of the interface treatment on the cracking behaviour of hybrid SHCC concrete systems is investigated. The starting hypothesis is that a weaker interface would cause more cracks with smaller crack widths in SHCC, and hence provide a better crack width control. Since the cracking behaviour of SHCC depends on the fibres incorporated in the mix [18], two of the most commonly used SHCC fibre types are used: Polyvinyl Alcohol (PVA) and High Modulus Polyethylene (HMPE).

The need for developing reliable models for structural interfaces and advanced modelling of hybrid concrete structures, and the complexity of obtaining reliable interface behaviour are widely recognized [19,20]. In this study, an attempt is made to use a simple fracture model – a discrete type lattice model – in which interface is defined using fundamental parameters (i.e. tensile/compressive strength and elastic modulus) to acquire advance insight into the physical phenomena occurring at the interface, and determine the governing parameters and their role on the behaviour of the hybrid systems.

1.1. Research significance

This study investigates the effect of interface treatment between SHCC and concrete on the crack width development in SHCC concrete hybrid beams and highlights the potentials and limitations of lattice modelling to simulate such structures. The role of different fibres in SHCC is also studied. The knowledge gained will provide an insight into the optimal design of hybrid SHCC concrete structures where SHCC is applied for crack-width control.

2. Experimental methods

2.1. Experimental design

The test program consists of six beams including one traditional reinforced concrete beam as a reference sample. Four hybrid beams are made with 70 mm thick SHCC layer containing PVA fibres and embedded reinforcement. As the crack width development is studied in the constant moment region of the beam (central 500 mm in Fig. 2), the interface treatment is ensured in this region. The interface is varied between smooth, profiled, partially debonded and completely debonded surfaces. The longitudinal and cross sections of the beams are shown in Fig. 2. The profiled beam is intended to represent the strongest interface due to the mechanical interlock between the grooves while the completely debonded interface represents the other extreme where no composite action is realized between SHCC and concrete. The smooth and partially debonded beams are intended to represent intermediary behaviour. Additionally, a hybrid beam with a smooth interface is cast with HMPE fibres to study the effect of varying the fibre type. PVA fibres are well known for their hydrophilic nature and their ability to form a strong chemical bond with the matrix. Therefore, significant energy is required to break the fibre–matrix adhesion bond for slippage of the fibres to occur: this can reduce the ductility of SHCC due to early rupture of the fibres. To avoid this, the PVA fibres used in this study were surface treated with oil by the producer to reduce the fibre–matrix bond and to have better dispersion in the cement matrix. HMPE fibres, on the other hand, have a hydrophobic nature (weaker adhesion bond) and are approximately two times as strong as PVA fibres in tension. HMPE fibres provide fibre bridging predominantly due to the friction caused by fibre slippage which, combined with their higher strength, leads to higher ductility compared to SHCC with PVA fibres [18].

The reference beam is referred to as Reinforced Concrete, and the hybrid beams with the smooth interface are referred to as Smooth(PVA) or Smooth(HMPE), depending on the fibres incorporated in SHCC. The rest of the hybrid beams contain PVA fibres and are distinguished based on the interfacial treatment. These are referred to as Profiled, Partial Debond and Complete Debond, and are schematically represented in Fig. 2.

The specimen geometry from the preliminary study [10] is adopted. All the beams have identical geometries of 1900 mm length, 150 mm width and 200 mm height. For the hybrid beams, the bottom 70 mm of concrete is replaced with SHCC. Beams have the same reinforcement configuration with 3–Φ8 ribbed rebars at the bottom and 2–Φ8 ribbed rebars at the top (see the cross section in Fig. 2). The percentage of

![Fig. 1. Distribution of a pre-existing crack in concrete to SHCC for repair applications.](image-url)
longitudinal reinforcement is kept close to the minimum to allow for large crack widths to develop in the constant moment region of the reference beam. To ensure that the beams fail in flexure, the stirrups of $\Phi 8@150$ are provided in the shear span. The central stirrup on both sides is extended upward such that it is protruding out of the beam to help in the handling of the samples.

2.2. Materials, specimen preparation and casting

All the hybrid beams are cast in two phases. In the first phase, the reinforcement cage is placed in plywood moulds using spacers, and the 70 mm thick layer of SHCC is poured. This layer is then compacted using a vibrating table. For smooth interface, the surface is levelled with a trowel immediately after compaction, and for profiled surface, a plastic sheet with 18 mm grooves at a distance of 70 mm is pressed onto the freshly cast SHCC and held in place using small weights. The beams are then cured in sealed condition for 14 days to allow SHCC to shrink before casting the concrete layer. The surface preparation for the completely debonded and partially debonded beams is performed after the hardening of the SHCC. For the partially debonded interface, a tape with 20 mm width is placed at a distance of 70 mm, while for the completely debonded interface, it is placed throughout the constant moment region. Fig. 3 provides a pictorial representation of all the interfaces before casting the concrete layer. The SHCC top surfaces are cleaned using an air jet, wire brush and ethanol to ensure no dust at the interface before casting the concrete layer. After surface preparation and cleaning, the second phase of casting is performed where the top layer of concrete is cast and compacted using a vibration needle. The hybrid beams are then cured for 38 days in sealed conditions before testing. Reinforced Concrete (reference beam) is cast along with this second phase, so the concrete has the same age in all the tested beams.

A fixed fibre volume fraction of 2% is used for SHCC irrespective of the fibre type. The properties of PVA and HMPE fibres are listed in Table 1, and Table 2 provides the mix composition of SHCC and concrete. The SHCC mix used in this study is developed at TU Delft [21] in efforts to produce green SHCC by using locally available materials in the Netherlands.

In parallel to making hybrid beams, SHCC samples with PVA and...
HMPE fibres are created for material testing. Specimens of dimensions 30 mm × 8 mm × 180 mm are cast and left to cure in sealed conditions for 14 days. The specimens (4 for each fibre type) are then tested in a four-point flexural tests using a displacement controlled analysis at a loading rate of 0.01 mm/sec (Fig. 4a). To determine the compressive strength of concrete, 150 mm × 150 mm × 150 mm cubes are cast with each casting phase of the beams, and are tested following NEN-EN 12390-3 [22].

2.3. Structural testing and monitoring

All the beams are tested under a four-point bending test configuration as schematized in Fig. 2 and shown in Fig. 4b. A displacement-controlled procedure is adopted for loading the specimens at a rate of 0.01 mm/sec (Fig. 4a). To determine the compressive strength of concrete, 150 mm × 150 mm × 150 mm cubes are cast with each casting phase of the beams, and are tested following NEN-EN 12390-3 [22].

### Table 1
Properties of the fibres used in SHCC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>PVA</th>
<th>HMPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tensile Strength (MPa)</td>
<td>1640</td>
<td>3400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young’s Modulus (MPa)</td>
<td>41,100</td>
<td>113,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density (kg/m³)</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter (mm)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length (mm)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HMPE fibres are created for material testing. Specimens of dimensions 30 mm × 8 mm × 180 mm are cast and left to cure in sealed conditions for 14 days. The specimens (4 for each fibre type) are then tested in a four-point flexural tests using a displacement controlled analysis at a loading rate of 0.01 mm/sec (Fig. 4a). To determine the compressive strength of concrete, 150 mm × 150 mm × 150 mm cubes are cast with each casting phase of the beams, and are tested following NEN-EN 12390-3 [22].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material (in kg/m³)</th>
<th>SHCC (PVA)</th>
<th>SHCC (HMPE)</th>
<th>Concrete</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CEM IIIB</td>
<td>790</td>
<td>790</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEM I 52.5 R</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limestone Powder</td>
<td>790</td>
<td>790</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand (0.125–4 mm)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravel (4–16 mm)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibres</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>411</td>
<td>411</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superplasticizer</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2
Mix composition of concrete and SHCC [21].

Based on four-point bending material tests on SHCC, samples containing HMPE fibres exhibited higher deformation capacity than the samples containing PVA fibres. The results are summarised in Fig. 5a, which shows the bending stress (assuming linear elastic stress distribution) against the mid-span deflection of the samples. The larger ductility with HMPE fibres is due to weaker fibre–matrix adhesion bond and larger frictional resistance at fibre–matrix interface leading to more cracks. From the deflection hardening curve, it can be seen that the cracking stress of matrix is comparable for both the fibre types but the ultimate strength of SHCC with HMPE fibres is higher due to higher tensile strength of the fibres. Although the SHCC with HMPE fibres shows enhanced deformation hardening, the scatter in results of the samples with HMPE fibres is larger when compared to the samples with PVA fibres. The next step is to investigate the role of these fibres on structural behaviour and crack development in the hybrid beams, where cracking behaviour of SHCC is also influenced by the embedded steel reinforcement, restraint at the interface and cracking in the adjacent concrete.

The average compressive strength of concrete measured at the day of testing of the beams is 49.4 ± 2.2 MPa which is in line with the previously measured value of 46 MPa [10]. The average compressive strength of SHCC is found to be 49.3 ± 5.3 MPa.

3.2. Structural behaviour

In the structural tests and analyses, for the load deformation relation and crack width response, a comparison is made between the reference (Reinforced Concrete) beam and the hybrid beams. Special attention is paid to the crack development, crack pattern and the ability of the beams to limit the maximum crack width to be lower than the SLS criterion. For this paper, a maximum crack width of 0.3 mm at the surface is taken as the limit – this value is recommended for reinforced concrete under quasi-permanent load for all exposure classes except for X0 and in-plane deformations of the beam are of interest. The crack widths are measured using DIC and visual observation using a microscope. The results of the DIC have a crack width measurement resolution of 0.025 mm and the crack widths are verified by comparing them with the LVDT measurements, microscope measurements and photographs analysed by image processing software ImageJ [24]. These verification results and a brief account of the experimental process are reported in [10,25].
3.2.1. Verification of the previous study

Firstly, a comparison is made between the reference (Reinforced Concrete) beam and hybrid beam with smooth interface (Smooth(PVA)). This comparison allows to prove the concept that a better crack width control can be achieved by replacing a part of concrete by SHCC on the tension side of a flexural member. In this comparison the results of the previous study (two hybrid and one reference beam [10]) are used to check the reliability and reproducibility of the experiments. Fig. 6a shows the comparison of load-deformation-crack width response of these beams. The maximum crack width is recorded near the bottom edge of the beam corresponding to the maximum crack in the constant moment region. This can be a different crack in each loading step. These crack widths are calculated using displacement ($d_x$) along the length of the beam with a strain ($\varepsilon_{xx}$) cut-off to define the crack location, a similar procedure is detailed in [26].

A comparison is made between the load at which the crack width exceeds the 0.3 mm criterion for Reinforced Concrete and Smooth(PVA) for both the studies. It can be seen that the results of Reinforced Concrete are reasonably replicated for both load-deformation capacity and the crack width response. Although the maximum crack width development shows some deviation for the three hybrid beams, for all the beams the maximum crack width exceeds 0.3 mm after the yielding of reinforcement (observed as a kink on the load–deflection curve). For the two hybrid beams from the previous study, the crack width reaches 0.3 mm as soon as the reinforcement yields, whereas in the new beam, the beam is long in the yielding phase before exceeding the 0.3 mm maximum crack width criterion. Due to the fact that the reinforcement yields prior to exceeding the 0.3 mm limit in all the beams, SLS criterion is no longer governing and the loads at which SLS criterion is reached are comparable. This validates that for the investigated configuration, a better crack width control can be achieved when concrete is replaced with SHCC on the tension side of the beam, and ensures the reproducibility of the experiments.

The lower deformation capacity in both, the reference and the hybrid beams reported in Fig. 6a, correspond to the experiments from the previous study where the LVDT measuring the deflection of the beam reached its capacity. Therefore, the lower deformation capacity is not because the beam failed prematurely but because of the limitation of measuring device. This limitation does not affect the results of the study because the 0.3 mm crack width criterion is exceeded within the measured range.

3.2.2. Role of fibres

Comparing the results of Smooth(PVA) and Smooth(HMPE) in Fig. 6b, it can be seen that Smooth(HMPE) did not perform better in the structural test and exhibited a similar crack width control ability as the Smooth(PVA). In both cases, the maximum cracks at the surface of the SHCC reached the limit of 0.3 mm after yielding of the reinforcement. Once the yielding of the reinforcement is initiated, the increase in maximum crack width at the surface is significantly influenced by the
Smooth(HMPE) is shown. Both the beams show similar load deformation response and the crack width control near the bottom edge of the beam, however, some differences can be seen in the cracking pattern. Smooth(PVA) shows relatively straight cracks in SHCC while the SHCC cracks in Smooth(HMPE) merge towards the localized cracks in concrete. In addition, a more distinct debonding of the interface is observed in Smooth(PVA) compared to Smooth(HMPE). These observations indicate that the interface is stronger in Smooth(HMPE) when compared to Smooth(PVA). Still, both the beams effectively limit the cracks to be lower than 0.3 mm until the yielding of reinforcement, after which the plasticity of rebar controls the crack growth.

3.2.3. Role of the interface treatment

A comparison of load deformation response and crack development between the hybrid beams with varying interface treatment is made in Fig. 8. As expected, all the hybrid beams have a similar load carrying capacity due to the stirrups crossing the interface in the shear span. The capacity of the hybrid beams ranges from 73 kN to 78 kN, which is 11–16 kN higher than the capacity of Reinforced Concrete. This increase in capacity is due to the contribution of SHCC in tension, as reported in [10]. More importantly for the aims of this study, it can be observed that the crack widths exceed 0.3 mm in Reinforced Concrete already at the load of 39 kN while the hybrid beams, Smooth(PVA) and Profiled, limit the crack widths until the loads of 71 kN and 69 kN respectively. For both these beams, the cracks in SHCC exceed the 0.3 mm criterion long after the yielding of reinforcement, as already elaborated further in the paper. Complete Debond provides the least crack width control among all the hybrid beams due to the lack of monolithic actions between the two concretes and limits the cracks below 0.3 mm only until 44 kN. Partial Debond is able to limit the cracks below 0.3 mm until 54 kN. The crack widths reach the 0.3 mm limit at almost the same deflection in Complete Debond and the Partial Debond, therefore the load in Complete Debond might be lower only due to its less stiff response. Improving the bond between concrete and SHCC from Complete Debond to Partial Debond and from Partial Debond to Smooth(PVA) provides a better crack width control, i.e. crack widths at the surface of SHCC exceed the 0.3 mm limit at higher loads.

For Smooth(PVA) and Profiled, a comparable behaviour is observed. The smooth interface is able to provide enough composite action to fully utilise the crack width control ability of SHCC in the given boundary conditions i.e., the crack width exceed the 0.3 mm limit long after the yielding of the reinforcement (Fig. 8). Further increase in surface roughness did not result in a better crack width control because after yielding the plasticity of rebar controls the crack growth. Therefore, it is emphasized that there are two governing parameters: (1) behaviour of the interface and (2) yielding of the reinforcement. As long as there is no yielding, the interface properties play a crucial role. After yielding of the reinforcement, the plasticity of rebar governs the crack growth.

Fig. 9 shows the DIC results of the constant moment region of Smooth(PVA) and Profiled at 30 kN, 60 kN and ultimate failure load of the beam. For the DIC results, the cracks in SHCC can be appropriately presented by plotting the strain in x-direction. However, then the delamination, which occurs in y-direction, would not be visible. In order to enable visualization of both, the cracks in SHCC and the delamination, equivalent von Mises strains are presented. Although von Mises strains are usually used for ductile materials, the strain concentrations are related to crack formation and as such, these strains are reported to visualize cracks in concrete and masonry [27–29]. Even though the number of cracks in SHCC is similar for both, Smooth(PVA) and Profiled, at all the load levels, the cracking pattern is different. Smooth(PVA) shows the development of relatively straight cracks in SHCC while the SHCC cracks in Profiled tend to merge towards the cracks in concrete as they approach the interface. This difference is due to the additional strength provided by the mechanical interlock of the grooves in profiled surface, which forces the cracks in SHCC to merge at the interface. Comparing the cracks at 60 kN, it can be seen that there are more strain concentrations at the interface for Profiled than for Smooth(PVA). This can be due to the larger dilation of the interface due to the presence of grooves. It is emphasized that the cracks in both the hybrid beams exceed the 0.3 mm limit long after the yielding of the longitudinal reinforcement. This indicates that the benefits of this hybrid system might be even larger for the beams reinforced with a smaller percentage of longitudinal reinforcement and for more practical beam sizes i.e. total height larger than 200 mm. The scale effect and its role on crack control ability of hybrid systems will be further investigated in future.

A similar comparison is made between Partial Debond and Complete Debond as shown in Fig. 10. Although Partial Debond shows little delamination at the load of 30 kN and 60 kN, an obvious opening of the interface is visible in Complete Debond, even at the load of 30 kN. This is because of the lack of bond between the two types of concrete causing both parts of the beam to bend independently, and resulting in the opening and sliding of the interface. This proves that, although a portion of friction might still be present, the desired condition of no bond at the interface is effectively achieved by applying tape over the earlier cast layer of SHCC. In Partial Debond, the cracks in SHCC are relatively straight showing that SHCC and concrete exhibit composite action. Combined with the observations from Smooth(PVA) and Profiled, it can be said that a strong bond between SHCC and concrete ensures that the tensile stresses in SHCC are rather uniform. Contrarily, the cracks in SHCC of Complete Debond seem to close and vanish as they reach the interface because no composite action is activated and SHCC predominantly experiences bending – this is also elaborated further in the paper.

In Partial Debond, seven cracks developed in concrete at ultimate load corresponding to the seven regions where bond is allowed to be formed between concrete and SHCC. However, in Complete Debond only four cracks developed in concrete due to lack of monolithic action. These cracks are caused by the friction between SHCC and concrete, and the stirrups outside the constant moment region.

Comparing the results of Partial Debond and Complete Debond on the one side, with Smooth(PVA) and Profiled on the other side, it can be seen that the former is not able to fully utilize the multiple cracking behaviour of SHCC – this is evident from the lower number and larger spacing of cracks in SHCC at ultimate load. Therefore, unlike in repair
applications where weaker interfaces provide better crack width control by allowing debonding of the interface around the pre-existing cracks in concrete and activating a larger part of SHCC, in the design application of new hybrid beams a strong interface provides better crack width control. This is because in repair applications the cracks in concrete are created before application of SHCC thus the properties of the interface do not influence the pre-existing crack development in concrete. The interface only plays a role in generating the cracks in SHCC once the pre-existing cracks in concrete tend to increase (e.g. due to imposed load) or SHCC tends to shrink (due to imposed deformations). However, in design applications of new hybrid structure, the development and distribution of cracks in concrete are dependent on the strength of the interface and the properties of SHCC. Weaker interfaces fail to provide the required strength to mobilize the composite action of SHCC and concrete, hence SHCC experiences larger stresses leading to earlier crack localization.

In Fig. 11, the cracks in Smooth(PVA) and Complete Debond are compared at the load of 40 kN and 70 kN i.e. close to the moments when crack widths at the surface of SHCC exceed 0.3 mm in the two beams. Crack widths in concrete are labelled next to the cracks whereas crack widths in SHCC are given via a scatter plot below the cracks. It is observed that the trend of exceeding the 0.3 mm crack width in SHCC is closely related to the development of maximum crack in concrete. Cracks in the concrete at 40 kN are around 3 times larger in Complete
Debond than in Smooth(PVA), leading to earlier localization of the cracks at the surface of SHCC. Interestingly, cracks in the concrete, for both samples, are of similar magnitude when the maximum cracks in SHCC exceed 0.3 mm. It seems that the crack width in concrete is also governing the crack development in SHCC. The crack width in concrete is determined by the effective reinforcement provided by the SHCC layer. A stronger bond causes a more effective reinforcement of the concrete and therefore provides that the cracks in SHCC exceed the 0.3 mm criterion at a higher load. It is further investigated if the same trend and behaviour can be captured in the numerical study.

4. Numerical analyses

4.1. Introduction

The lattice modelling approach is widely used in material research for simulating fracture, moisture transport and chloride diffusion in cement based systems [30–32]. Only recently there has been some interest in using the lattice modelling approach to simulate the structural behaviour of reinforced concrete [33,34]. These studies present a promising opportunity to explore and understand the fundamental mechanisms in structural members. In this paper, the possibility of using the lattice approach for modelling hybrid concrete structures is investigated. Simulating such structures still presents a challenge using commercially available finite element software due to the (1) complex non-linear behaviour of interface when loaded parallel and perpendicular to its plane and (2) still unknown interaction between these behaviours.

In the original lattice model, the material is discretized using a set of truss or beam elements connected to each other through lattice nodes. The lattice elements are assigned certain properties to model the behaviour of the discretized material. In each load step, a linear elastic computation is performed where the structure is loaded by a certain deformation or load. The stresses in each lattice element are then compared with the assigned element strength and the element having the highest stress/strength ratio is removed from the mesh thereby simulating fracture [31]. Then a new analysis is performed with the removed element and this process is repeated until the ultimate failure of the structure.

For structural application of lattice model, the bond between reinforcement and concrete has to be addressed and for hybrid application, the interface between two materials requires attention. The systematic procedure adopted for these interfaces is explained below and a 2D representation of both is shown in Fig. 12.

- The 3-dimensional volume of the specimen is divided into cubic voxels of equal dimensions (labelled as Voxel in Fig. 12). The choice of the voxel size depends on the modelled specimen size and the limitation of computation power. For all the simulations reported in this study, a voxel size of 10 mm is used.
- Within each voxel, a sub-voxel is defined in which a node can be randomly generated. The size of the sub-voxel depends on the randomness that is specified to the lattice mesh. A randomness of zero means that the node is generated at the centre of the voxel while a randomness of one means that the node can be generated anywhere within the voxel. Assigning certain randomness to the lattice mesh introduces the heterogeneity to the material through irregularities in the mesh geometry. In this work, in order to use the benefits of random mesh but to avoid large variations in element lengths, a randomness of 0.5 is adopted [31].
- Lattice nodes are connected to each other using Delaunay triangulation and the connecting member are referred to as lattice elements. Each lattice element has 6 degrees of freedom on each node and is assigned material properties based on the material it represents.
- For reinforcement, the interface between rebar and concrete is to be simulated. The rebar is added following the geometry of the member and the extra nodes are generated at the edges of all the voxels containing rebar elements. These extra nodes (labelled as rebar nodes) are then connected to the concrete node of the corresponding voxel through the interface elements, see Fig. 12a.
To simulate the interface, material distribution from beam geometry is overlapped on the lattice nodes. Two different type of nodes, SHCC and concrete are defined following the beam geometry (Fig. 2, Fig. 12 and Fig. 13). All the elements sharing the same type of node (concrete-concrete or SHCC-SHCC) are specified the corresponding properties of that material, while the element sharing two different types of nodes (concrete-SHCC or SHCC-concrete) are assigned interface properties and are referred to as SHCC-Con interface elements in Fig. 12.

Subsequently, the beams with different roughness profiles of the interface are generated (Fig. 13). The load is applied following the loading configuration of the experiments. Only the effective span of the beam is modelled. The results of the simulations are discussed for the region of interest, as labelled in Fig. 13. To avoid local damage around the loading and support plates, these “support” and “loading” elements are modelled such that they cannot break in tension or compression (coloured in red in Reinforced Concrete in Fig. 13).

Fig. 11. Crack widths in SHCC and concrete for Smooth(PVA) and Complete Debond at 40 kN and 70 kN. The crack widths in concrete are labelled in the image while the crack widths in SHCC are shown as a scatter plot below the DIC plots.

Fig. 12. 2D representation of generation of lattice mesh with (a) reinforcement and (b) interface.
Rebar-Concrete interface elements are defined using seven segments as assumed to be 4.5% following the provisions of the Eurocode [12].

The parameters in the lattice model are determined by inverse modelling, i.e. they are adjusted such that the response of the material tests and structural behaviour of reference (Reinforced Concrete) beam fit the experimental results. Concrete is simulated such that it has a compressive strength of 46 MPa in accordance with the experimental results. Tensile strength and elastic modulus of concrete are not tested, but are derived from compressive strength using analytical expressions provided by Eurocode [12].

The reinforcement is simulated as a bilinear hardening material with yield strength of 500 MPa and an ultimate strength of 550 MPa, following the characteristic properties of B500 steel used in the experiments. The ultimate strain capacity of the applied reinforcement is assumed to be 4.5% following the provisions of the Eurocode [12].

To simulate ductility for bond slip behaviour of reinforcement, the Rebar-Concrete interface elements are defined using seven segments as seen in Table 3. Similar elastoplastic definition of rebar-concrete bond is used in an earlier study [33]. The strength of interface elements is determined by fitting the simulated crack growth to the experimental observations for the reinforced concrete sample.

The direct tension response of simulated SHCC on a 100 mm × 100 mm × 200 mm prism is shown in Fig. 14. The maximum crack width in the figure corresponds to the widest crack in the simulation and the average crack width is the average of all the cracks along the height of SHCC. SHCC is defined using 3 segments such that the modelled SHCC exhibits good crack width control, where the maximum crack width in SHCC at ultimate strain level is below 50 microns (Fig. 14b). However, due to the used mesh size of 10 mm and the fact that only 1 crack can develop within this length, the simulated SHCC has much lower ductility (0.27%) compared to experiments (around 3% [21]). Crack spacing and crack widths govern the ductility of SHCC. In experiments, the cracks in SHCC develop with smaller spacing and lead to larger ductility. As the prediction of the maximum crack widths in SHCC is of interest in this study, and not necessarily the ductility, it is decided to proceed with the described modelling approach, with the note that it might underestimate the ductility of the simulated hybrid beams. The elastic modulus of SHCC is tested and accordingly used in the simulations.

In order to simplify the input for the SHCC-Con interface, the strength values are assigned equal to 50% of the concrete values while the stiffness is kept the same as that of concrete. For simulation of the hybrid beams with partial and complete debond, the debonded regions are assigned properties equivalent to 10% of the concrete properties. Table 3 shows the details of all the materials in reported simulations.

4.3. Numerical results

First, the results of the reference (Reinforced Concrete) sample are considered for verification of the model. This is necessary to determine (i.e. fit) the concrete-reinforcement bond properties such that the cracking behaviour and crack widths in simulated reference beam corresponds to the experimental observations. These properties are kept constant for all the remaining simulations. In Fig. 15, the load-deformation-maximum crack width response of tested and simulated reinforced concrete beam is compared. It can be seen that the selected modelling choices are able to simulate the load deformation response well in terms of ultimate load, deformation capacity and yielding of reinforcement. Equally important for the aims of this study, the simulated maximum crack widths are in good agreement when compared to experimental observations throughout the loading.

In Fig. 16, the development of damage in the lattice simulation and the total damage captured using DIC is compared at every 30 kN increase in the load. The lattice simulation is able to develop typical
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Fig. 13. Definition of the modelled part of the beams, region of interest for which numerical results are shown and lattice representation of the reference and hybrid beams. Blue (Concrete), Red (SHCC), Pink (Interface) and White (Debond).
flexural cracks, with accurate crack spacing in the constant moment region. The tilting of the cracks after reaching the compressive zone is also visible in both experimental and numerical results. From the results in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16, it can be seen that the selected modelling choices are able to simulate, in detail, the behaviour of Reinforced Concrete for the given boundary conditions. Therefore, the same approach is used in efforts to simulate the behaviour of hybrid beams.

Fig. 17a shows the result of simulated and tested hybrid (Smooth (PVA)) and reference (Reinforced Concrete) beam. Although the capacity and the contribution of SHCC to the increased capacity of the hybrid beams are reasonably captured, it can be seen that the simulated hybrid beam shows a significantly stiffer response compared to the experimental measurements. One reason for this difference may be the shrinkage, which is not considered in the current modelling approach. In reality, due to shrinkage of SHCC, the hybrid beam is already preloaded before application of mechanical load. Some cracks in the SHCC layer were visible before mechanical load was applied. Although shrinkage can play a role, its effect cannot be clearly seen from the experimental results comparing the difference between the hybrid beams and the reference beam. Another factor for the difference in stiffness may be the modelling approach of SHCC. The SHCC is mainly simulated to develop comparable crack widths for the given mesh size which understimates the ductility, resulting in larger stiffness for modelled SHCC compared to the experimental one. Although for the purpose of the current study, this is not considered critical, further investigation on this aspect will be done in future. For this study, the crack widths in simulated SHCC layer are in a reasonably good agreement with the experimental observation. The predicted peak load, cracking pattern and the benefit of adding SHCC layer on the ultimate capacity of the beam are also appropriately captured. Therefore, with the observed limitation of the model in mind, its ability to simulate the effects of surface roughness and delamination is regarded to be appropriate and is therefore further investigated.

Fig. 17b shows the response of all the simulated hybrid beams. As designed and observed in the experiments, all the simulated hybrid beams show a similar load deformation response with comparable ultimate load capacities. All the simulated beams show maximum crack widths exceeding 0.3 mm only after the ultimate failure of the beam, irrespective of the surface preparation. From the simulation analysis, the failure occurs once the strain capacity of SHCC is reached, after which the SHCC is not active to take further tensile loads and the beam fails. This is different compared to the experimental observations. In experiments, first the reinforcement yields then the cracks in SHCC exceed 0.3 mm limit and finally the beam fails. In addition, the deformation capacity of the simulated hybrid beam is lower when compared to the experiments. This is expected because of the low strain capacity of SHCC, which causes premature failure in simulation.

Even with this initial modelling approach limitations, the model is able to predict the final cracking pattern. Comparing the results in Fig. 18, it can be seen that the model is able to simulate the effect of varying interfacial treatment on the number of cracks developed in concrete. Furthermore, the damage at the interface for varying interfacial treatment is also well predicted with maximum opening for the Complete Debond followed by Smooth(PVA).

Note that the relationship between the lattice input parameters and simulated macroscopic properties is reported to be mesh size dependent [35] and is subjected to some scatter. However, by ensuring that the inverse analysis procedure is systematically imbedded throughout the modelling (i.e. starting from material simulation then flexural response of the reference sample and finally the hybrid beams) and that multiple performance criteria are compared for each test (e.g. load displacement curve, crack spacing and crack widths), the modelled parameters are considered to be robustly presented – especially given the limited number of the lattice parameters.

5. Discussion

From this experimental and numerical study, it is observed that the interfacial treatment in hybrid SHCC concrete structures exhibits an interplay between two effects leading to crack localization in SHCC. Where a weak bond is required to encourage the delamination of the
interface and activation of a larger portion of SHCC after cracking in concrete, a strong bond is required to ensure that SHCC acts as effective reinforcement in the hybrid configuration, also limiting the development of cracks. This is observed when comparing DIC images of Smooth (PVA) and Complete Debond: Smooth(PVA) exhibits linear cracks (uniform — almost constant strain) in SHCC while Complete Debond exhibits flexural cracks (linearly varying strain). To demonstrate this, the results of DIC are also presented using an alternate approach that highlights the crack development along the height of the beam. The envelopes of strain in x-direction ($\varepsilon_{xx}$) for both the beams at 50 kN using the same contour range and magnification are plotted in Fig. 19. It can be seen that at the same load, the composite action in Smooth(PVA) results in lower strains in concrete and SHCC when compared to Complete Debond. Since the SHCC in Complete Debond experiences larger strains at the same load, the cracks also localize at a lower load. The composite action can also be deduced from these plots. While, in Complete Debond there is a clear jump of strains at the interface, in Smooth (PVA), the strains at the interface are almost equal in concrete and SHCC. For structural behaviour of SHCC concrete hybrid beams, the action of SHCC as effective reinforcement of the concrete is the governing mechanism in crack width control. Therefore, a stronger interface is able to limit the crack widths until higher loads.

Acknowledging the limitations of the lattice model to simulate SHCC behaviour and the interface between SHCC and concrete, an attempt is made to confirm this trend numerically by comparing the crack development in concrete. Fig. 20 provides a comparison between experimental and numerically predicted maximum crack widths in the concrete part during the loading of the hybrid beams. All the models are
able to predict the trend of maximum cracks in the concrete layer in reasonably good accordance with the experiments. The strong interface (Smooth(PVA) and Profiled) are able to realize the composite action between SHCC and concrete. Thus, SHCC is able to effectively reinforce the concrete part and limits the crack widths in the concrete. As the interface is weakened (Partial Debond and Complete Debond), the
composite action is reduced and the cracks in concrete grow larger at lower deformations. This reinforces the initial claim that for new hybrid structures, the realization of composite action is the governing phenomenon for crack width control in both SHCC and concrete part of the beams.

It is realized that, besides the bond between concrete and SHCC, the type of reinforcement (smooth or ribbed) and the bond between reinforcement and SHCC, the reinforcement diameter and percentage, and the cover depth might also play a significant role on the crack width control and deformation capacity of the hybrid beams [36-40]. Especially the post-yielding ductility of (hybrid) fibre-reinforced concrete beams with ribbed rebars and strong bond is reported to be reduced compared to conventional reinforced concrete beams [36,37,39]. Although ribbed reinforcements were used in the current experiments, no reduction in ductility of hybrid beams was observed compared to the reference sample. The ductility and crack width development of such a hybrid system might be affected when higher reinforcement ratios or lower cover depths are used. Investigating the role of these parameters will be considered in future.

6. Conclusion

A combined experimental and numerical study is performed to investigate the role of the interface between SHCC and concrete, and the fibres applied in the SHCC on the crack width control ability of the hybrid SHCC concrete beams. The following conclusions can be drawn:

- Provision of 70 mm thick SHCC layer, with smooth interface, on the tension side of a 200 mm flexural member is confirmed to be effective in providing appropriate crack width control such that the SLS criterion is no longer governing for reinforcement design i.e., the cracks exceed the SLS limit after the yielding of longitudinal reinforcement.
- For the given assessment criterion of limiting the crack widths below 0.3 mm in SHCC, the replacement of PVA fibres with HMPE fibres did not result in further improvement in crack width control. However, for both the fibre types, the cracks in SHCC exceed this limit after the yielding of the reinforcement.
- The interface treatment between SHCC and concrete significantly influences the crack width control of hybrid beams. On the one hand, a stronger interface provides a more effective reinforcement of the concrete and therefore results in larger number and lower spacing of cracks in concrete, in turn resulting in lower crack width on the surface of SHCC. On the other hand, a strong interface causes more restraint and leads to early crack localization in the SHCC. The former is shown to be the governing mechanism in hybrid SHCC concrete systems. From DIC, it is observed that a stronger bond between SHCC and concrete assures that the SHCC is loaded rather uniformly, in tension. Contrarily, with no bond, SHCC predominantly experiences bending, leading to earlier crack localization. Thus, improving the bond between concrete and SHCC provides better crack width control, i.e. crack widths at the surface of SHCC exceed the 0.3 mm limit at higher loads.
- With relatively simple inputs of the interface, the lattice model is found to be promising in predicting and gaining insight into fracture behaviour of the hybrid systems. It can accurately simulate the crack development, peak load, crack distribution and final crack pattern. However, the failure mode is not properly captured. The stiffness of the hybrid beams is over predicted and deformation capacity is under predicted. The latter is possibly caused by the mesh size limitation and intrinsic microcracking behaviour of SHCC, where crack spacing in reality is much smaller than in the model. Further research is required to develop a modelling approach, which captures both, the crack width control and the deformation capacity of the hybrid beams.
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